UM HIGH SCHOOL MUSIC CAMP
Suggested Jazz
Audition Material 2018

(*Materials will be on the UM Music Website)

SAXOPHONE/TRUMPET/TROMBONE
A) Blues for Alice (first 12 measures) - Swing
B) Body and Soul (first 8 measures) - Ballad
*Lead Trumpet – should prepare chromatic scale as high
    as possible both ascending and descending
*Bass Trombone – should prepare chromatic scale as low
    as possible both descending and ascending
C) Sight Reading

Rhythm Section
PIANO, GUITAR & VIBES
Play melody & chord changes for;
    Blues for Alice & Body and Soul
Demonstrate chords/voicings for Bb Blues
Demonstrate knowledge of XMaj7, Xmin7 & X7
Sight Reading

BASS
Play melody for Blues for Alice & Body and Soul
Demonstrate walking bass lines for a Bb Blues
Sight Reading

DRUM SET
Styles (swing, shuffle, samba, funk, etc.)
Sight Reading

*You may play an additional piece of your choice